Inventory

Acc.12878

William C Anderson
Manuscript and typescript poems, c.1903-1944, of William C Anderson, ‘Wanderer’ (1867-1951). William Anderson’s poems were fairly widely published in the Scottish provincial press, and at least two collections (copies of which are included in this accession) were also printed.

Presented, 2007

1 ‘Rhymes, Reveries and Reminiscences, MSS by Wm C Anderson (Wanderer)’. Volume of manuscript fair-copies of poems, 1903-1944, with pencil portrait of the author as frontispiece.

2 ‘Index to MSS book’. First-line index to Acc.12878/1.

3 ‘Reveries and Reminiscences (revised edition) by Wm C Anderson’. Bound typescript, evidently compiled sometime after William Anderson’s death; a printed copy of some favourable reviews of the original edition is placed at the start of the volume.

4 Loose manuscripts and a few typescripts of draft poems, with copies of ‘A Personal Prayer’ and ‘Coupons’ printed on card.

5 Reveries and Reminiscences by William C Anderson (Wanderer), (Edinburgh: Grant, 1907).

6 Reveries: thoughts in rhyme on many themes by William C Anderson (Wanderer), (Hampton: Scrimshire, 1944).